DOCTORAL  MASTER’S  BACHELOR’S  CERTIFICATE

Graduate Course Descriptions
Fall 2018

Urban Studies office in Bolton 702
(414) 229-4751
http://www.urbanstudies.uwm.edu
Summer Courses Offered 2018

Picturing Milwaukee: Sherman Park
Summer 2018 Buildings-Landscapes-Cultures Field School

**ARCH 534:** Field Study. –3 cr.
**ARCH 553:** Vernacular Buildings/Groupings –3 cr.
**ARCH 562:** Preservation Technology Laboratory. –3 cr.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Dates</th>
<th>Final Exhibit</th>
<th>Preparatory Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 4 – July 13, 2018 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM</td>
<td>July 21, 2018</td>
<td>May 29, 2018 *Attendance Required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You may participate in this field school free as a community intern. However, if you want university credits you will need to sign up for summer school classes at [http://www4.uwm.edu/schedule/](http://www4.uwm.edu/schedule/) We will be accepting a maximum of 15 students. You may take a maximum of 6 credits. Choose from the list below.

**ARCH 534:** Field Study. –3 cr.
**ARCH 553:** Vernacular Buildings/Groupings –3 cr.
**ARCH 562:** Preservation Technology Laboratory. –3 cr.

This summer course provides students an immersion experience in the field recording of the built environment and cultural landscapes and an opportunity to learn how to write history literally “from the ground up.” The 2018 field school focuses on Sherman Park, a racially, economically and culturally diverse neighborhood known for its artist communities and active neighborhood groups. We are interested in examining what environmental justice and climate justice mean to the residents of Sherman Park, how they define and address these issues at a grassroots level, and how individual practices of caring and
stewardship ensure equitable access to resources for all community residents.

This project seeks to employ the enduring creativity of storytelling, the power of digital humanities, and depth of local knowledge to galvanize Milwaukee residents to talk about their homes as repositories of community memory, spaces of caring and markers of civic pride. Students will learn how to “read” buildings within their urban material, social, ecological and cultural contexts, create reports on historic buildings and cultural landscapes and produce multimedia documentaries.

The five-week course calendar covers a broad array of academic skills. Workshops during Week 1 will focus on photography, measured drawings, documentation and technical drawings; no prior experience is necessary. Week 2 will include archival and historical research focusing on the study of the built environment. Week 3 schedule includes workshops on oral history interviewing and digital ethnography. Week 4 is centered on mapping and archival research. Week 5 and 6 will be devoted to producing final reports and multi-media documentaries.

Nationally recognized faculty directing portions of this school include Jeffrey E. Klee, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Anna Andrzeewski, Associate Professor of Art History, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Michael H. Frisch, Professor and Senior Research Scholar, University at Buffalo, Guha Shankar, Folklife Specialist at the American Folklife Center, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., and Arijit Sen, Associate Professor of Architecture, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee.

Documentary equipment, and supplies, will be provided, but students must be able to fund their own travel, meals and modest lodging accommodations (if they are from out of town). For more information please contact Prof. Arijit Sen at senA@uwm.edu.
URB STD 971   Seminar on the History of American Urban Problems

SEM 001    Amanda Seligman    T    4:00-6:40 PM
(Master’s Core Course)

This course examines how historians understand urban problems and how historians produce scholarship. By reading and discussing several examples of historical scholarship, students will prepare to write research papers and present their findings to others in the class. Scaffolded assignments build toward the production of a 15-20 page, archivally-based research paper. Students enrolling in this course should be aware that assignments require significant time in the UWM Archives, whose business hours are limited. Urban Studies students enrolled in this course should plan to present their papers at the USP Student Forum in the spring of 2019.

URB STD 982   Advanced Quantitative Analysis

LEC 401    John Roberts    M    4:30-6:20 PM
LAB 801    John Roberts    M    6:30-7:20 PM
This Course counts as part of PhD quantitative methodology track.

The focus of this course is on the application of statistical techniques to analyze social science data. This is not a statistics course, per se, but rather a course in which statistical theories and techniques will be reviewed (and some new techniques introduced). The emphasis in this course will be on the appropriate use and interpretation of statistical techniques in the analysis of social science data. A diagnostic exam score of 85 is required. See Sociology Department.
Other Graduate Courses Offered Fall Semester

AFRICOL 821 Race and Inequality
SEM 001 Gladys Mitchell-Walthour T 12:30-3:10 PM
Discrimination and racial inequality along socio-economic dimensions.

ED POL 601* Foundations of Community-Based Organizations
LEC 001 TBA W 5:30-8:10 PM
LEC 292 TBA ONLINE
Overview of community based organizations, their structures, functions, & administration. Students will also be taught proposal writing skills.

ED POL 610* Reproduction of Minority Communities
LEC 291 Kalyani Rai ONLINE
Analysis of the social, economic, and cultural forces behind the formation and reproduction of minority and disadvantaged communities in the United States.

ED POL 630 Race and Public Policy in Urban America
LEC 001 Michael Bonds M 5:30-8:10 PM
Examination of the relationship between race and public policy with emphasis on issues (housing, crime, welfare reform, poverty, employment, discrimination, etc.) impacting urban communities.
ED PSY 624   Educational Statistical Methods
LEC 001    TBA    T    4:30-7:10 PM
This course fulfills quantitative requirement for MS and PhD quantitative minimum.

Overview of common statistical techniques used in educational research, including univariate and bivariate descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, one-way analysis of variance, and linear regression.

GEOG 464   Environmental Problems
LEC 001    Ryan Holifield   TR    12:30-1:45 PM

General discussion and case studies of geographical contexts and historical roots of modern environmental problems. History of human concern over adverse environmental impacts.

GEOG 525   Geographic Information Science
LEC 401    Zengwang Xu    T    2:00-4:30 PM
LAB 801    TBA    W    1:00-2:50 PM
LAB 802    TBA    R    2:00-3:50 PM

Geographic and information theoretical foundations of geographic information science (GIS). Use of macro languages in a software project to expand GIS functionality.

GEOG 540   Globalization and the City
LEC 001    Linda McCarthy   M    5:30-8:10 PM

Spatial aspects of globalization and their impact on the city. Topics include emergence of global cities, impacts on urban development, and global era urban strategies.
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GEOG 547  Spatial Analysis
LEC 401  Changshan Wu  TR  12:30-1:45 PM
LAB  801  TBA  T  3:00-4:50 PM
LAB  802  TBA  W  10:00-11:50 AM
Required Course for PhD Quantitative course with GIS methodology.
Advanced analysis techniques, including multivariate relationships and spatial modeling.

GEOG 625  Intermediate Geographic Information Science
LEC 401  Changshan Wu  TR  9:30-10:45 AM
LAB  801  TBA  W  9:00-10:50 AM
LAB  802  TBA  W  12:00-1:50 PM
Concepts and techniques of geographic information science (GIS), with emphasis on GIS-based spatial analysis, associated applications, and technology. 3 hrs lec, 2 hrs lab.

HIST 595*  The Quantitative Analysis of Historical Data
LEC 201  Lex Renda  ONLINE
This course fulfills quantitative requirement for MS and PhD quantitative minimum.
Statistical methods and the computer in analysis of historical problems: statistics through regression; use of social science computer package; special techniques for handling historical data.
HIST 800  Colloquium on U.S. History
Topic: African Americans and Central Cities, 1940-1970
SEM 001  Joe Austin  TW  7:00-9:40 PM
Seminar on issues and problems in U.S. history. Specific topics announced in Timetable each time course is offered.

NONPROF 793  Law of Nonprofit Organizations
LEC 001  Jacqueline Boynton  T  5:30-8:10 PM
Legal concepts and issues relevant to the formations and operations of nonprofit organizations. Complying with applicable federal and state states and regulations.

PUB ADM 763  Scope and Dynamics of Public Administration
SEM 001  Douglas Ihrke  W  6:00-8:40 PM
The field of public administration, including organization theory, public management, the politics of administration, and the role of government in policy-making.

PH 779  Public Health Policymaking and Policy Analysis
LEC 001  Linnea Laestadius  R  2:00-4:40 PM
This course counts as part of PhD program evaluation/policy analysis track elective.

Introduces students to key frameworks for public health policymaking and policy analysis. Students apply concepts to a real world public health problem of their choice.
SOC WRK 750  Social Welfare Policy Development and Implementation
LEC 001  TBA  R  1:00-2:50 PM
PhD Policy/Program Evaluation/Policy Analysis Track Elective.

Examination of policy development, implementation, and models of analysis that describe and provide analytical guides for determining the efficacy of public policy in addressing human needs.

SOC WRK 794  Evaluation of Programs
LEC 001  TBA  M  6:00-7:50 PM
LEC 002  TBA  T  3:00-4:50 PM
LEC 003  TBA  T  6:00-7:50 PM
PhD Policy/Program Evaluation/Policy Analysis Track Elective.

Provides students with the skills and knowledge base necessary to understand the program evaluation process as it applies to social welfare programs.

SOCIOL 921  The Sociology of Inequality
SEM 001  Marcus Britton  R  4:30-7:10 PM

Social, economic, cultural, and political forces behind the formation and reproduction of social inequalities in the United States.
SOCIOI 928  Globalization, Inequality & Social Welfare
Topic: Globalization and Technology
SEM 001  Aneesh Aneesh  W  4:00-6:40 PM

Study of conceptual approaches used in analyzing social organization: social stratification, complex organization, urbanization, small groups in mass society. Specific topics and any additional prerequisites announced in schedule of classes each time course is offered

URBPLAN 701  Introduction to Land Use Planning
LEC 001  Sigurd Strautmanis  R  6:00-8:40 PM

Introduction to contemporary land use planning emphasizing the four primary tools of development regulation: comprehensive planning, zoning, subdivision regulation, and capital improvement programming.

URBPLAN 762  Housing Markets and Public Policy
LEC 001  Larry Kilmer  T  5:30-8:10 PM

An examination of national and local housing markets, their components and operations, and the impacts on them of a variety of public and private actions.
URBPLAN 810       Planning Policy Analysis
LEC 001       Robert Schneider       TR       9:00-11:40 AM

PhD Policy/Program Evaluation/Policy Analysis Track Elective.

Application of planning analysis tools in the context of policy issues involving planners; a case studies approach stressing both policy analysis and the role of the planner.
UPCOMING USP EVENTS

23rd Annual Student Research Forum
Union – Fireside Lounge
Friday, April 27, 2018
12:00 – 6:00 PM

Reclaiming the City: New Ways of Understanding Urban Change

Keynote Speaker: Janet L. Smith – Professor of Urban Planning and Policy at University of Illinois - Chicago

Fall Lecture
Late September 2018

Henry W. Maier State of Milwaukee Summit
November 2018

These events are free and open to the public